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 MAP OF LAKE NYASA AND THE UPPER SHIRE RIVER.'
 By ALFRED SHARPE, C.B.
 THIS map is compiled from the work of two of the naval officers of the
 British Central Africa Protectorate, Lieut. E. L. Rhoades, R.N.R., and
 Lieut. Phillips, R.N.R., during the years 1896 and 1897. Lieut. Rhoades
 took the lake, and Lieut. Phillips the Upper Shire river. Numerous
 observations for longitude and latitude have been taken, and many
 bearings of all noticeable objects recorded. The coast-line of the lake
 has been very carefully worked out by Lieut. Rhoades. All the longi-
 tudes date from that of Fort Johnston. The longitude of Fort Johnston,
 again, dates from the accepted longitude of Blantyre, as laid down by
 Lieut. O'Neill.
 Arrangements were recently made for the fixing of the longitude of
 some point on Lake Nyasa by telegraph from Capetown. When this is
 carried out, it may be found that the longitude of Fort Johnston, as at
 present given, is more or less incorrect. This will, however, affect the
 whole lake equally, and, so far as this map is concerned, will merely
 necessitate an alteration of the values of the degrees as given.
 THE INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS ON
 SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.t
 By Professor PATRICK GEDDES.
 WHAT the special sciences-mathematical, physical, and organic-
 have done, and are doing, for physical geography, in interpreting all
 its phenomena as parts of an orderly unity, as the products and factors
 of an increasingly intelligible evolutionary process, that physical geo-
 graphy in its turn seeks to do for political geography, taking this in its
 widest sense. Starting with the more obvious and accepted relations
 of nature and man, it seeks to elucidate these; correlating, for instance,
 with their respective physical conditions (as of position and relief, climate
 and natural resources, etc.), the distribution of races, their economic
 possibilities and aptitudes, their commercial and military history. But
 these, again, are obviously related in their turn with social organization
 and its outcomes. Thus, occupations conditioned by nature have often
 developed into tribal types or into castes; economic conditions have not
 only developed distinct types of social organization, but these again
 have crystallized into political or even religious ones; simple and once
 natural customs have become established as law or consecrated as ritual;
 it may be even retained long after their original significance has been
 * Map, p. 648.
 t Abstract of Paper read at an Afternoon Meeting of the Royal Geographical
 Society, May 25, 1898.
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 forgotten. Hence it is that not only is the historian something of a
 geographer, and that increasingly so, but the student of language and
 literature also. All modern schools of thought and criticism have thus
 become so far geographical, since all are now agreed that not even the
 highest expressions of human individuality can be adequately studied
 apart from their physical conditions and antecedents of geographical
 environment, as well as of race and culture.
 Accepting, then, from the physical geographer his description of
 region by region, and from the anthropologist, the historian, and
 political geographer, their accounts of the types of man, the races or
 nationalities inhabiting these, the study of mutual adaptation (of
 region and race) is, of course, a two-sided one. On one side we have
 to trace out for each given region more and more completely how far
 nature can be shown to have determined man. On the other side we
 have to inquire how far the given type of man has reacted, or may yet
 react, upon his environment. For such studies there is a wealth of
 material, though too little systematized, and even of generalizations,
 though too often incomplete. We need the more and more systematic
 correlation of each region with its people, of each people with its region;
 proceeding, of course, from simpler examples towards more complex,
 and awaiting full comparison before positively laying down geographical
 and social laws.
 In such a resurvey of the globe, we have, of course, a vast mass of
 literature before us. Not only the observations of travellers, with
 general surveys like those headed by the "Geographie Universelle,"
 but the interpretations of anthropologists and of sociologists must be
 utilized. Thus, familiar to most English readers (taking a specific
 instance, say that of natural selection through climate) must be Pearson's
 well-known pessimistic view of the future of the white race; taking,
 again, say the disastrous effects of disforesting, Marsh's ' Earth and Man'
 will long remain a classic. Among more general attempts, we have Mr.
 Spencer's 'Sociological Tables,' with their anthropological and historical
 facts and the corresponding generalizations of his 'Principles of
 Sociology,' and the more recent works of MacLennan, Stuart Glenie,
 Payne, and others in this country, with foreign sociologists too numerous
 for mention here. Not only recent and current literature of this sort,
 but the works of earlier writers-Ferguson or Gibbon, Buffon or
 Humboldt, Ritter, Buckle, or Taine-all claim renewed study; in large
 measure also those of Comte. In this respect, however, the writings of
 Le Play and his followers, in both schools (the older and more directly
 practical and economic, represented by "La Reforme Sociale," and the
 younger and more geographical and evolutionary, represented by "La
 Science Sociale") are of quite pre-eminent importance and interest;
 and it is to these that the writer's acknowledgments are chiefly due-
 to the latter more especially.
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 Given, then, the planetarium and globe, atlas and relief, given the
 knowledge of seasons and climates, rocks and soils, plants and animals,
 we must view our inquiry into the constants of anthropogeography
 as a higher kind of natural history. Thus the botanist not only
 recognizes the physical conditions limiting or favouring the plant-life
 of his region, but distinguishes what he terms plant-associations also.
 Every one knows, in a general way, that the forest determines its
 characteristic minor plant-life, and even the animal-life also; but the
 botanist is only beginning clearly to investigate this in detail, and for
 each of its dominant types or minor forests. For instance, in our own
 country, we may proceed upwards (in latitude or altitude alike) through
 zones characterized by beech and by oak, to that of Scotch fir and finally
 of birch. We find that each dominant species determines its character-
 istic surrounding minor flora with its subdominant, solitary, and de-
 pendent forms, and their innumerable actions and reactions. These,
 again, have their characteristic insects, their characteristic vertebrate
 life also. As the naturalist investigates this "higher physiology," as
 Mr. Wallace calls it (" bionomics " of Lankester, " oecology " of Haeckel),
 so it is for the anthropogeographer in turn to continue this into the
 bionomics of man. How does the forest affect him, determine him?
 What possibilities of development as hunter or forester, etc., does it
 open for him? What other possibilities does it restrict or close? The
 hunter of the Amazonian forests, the lumberman of Canada, the forester
 of Bavaria, or of the Indian Forest Department, each in his own grade
 of civilization, is a very definite type, and one surely at least as well
 worthy of monographic study by the geographer as the gall-insect or
 the woodpecker, to which the attention of the reflective naturalist
 cannot be permanently confined.
 From the forest we may emerge upwards upon the higher pastures,
 or downwards upon the deep loamy glade. Beginning with the former,
 in Switzerland we shall find a drove of cattle, in Scotland a flock of
 sheep, in Cyprus a horde of goats, each with its own varied and manifold
 reaction on nature, and each also, and no less distinctly, with its
 characteristic associated type of man-Swiss herdman, Highland shepherd,
 and cMoslem goatherd, with their widely divergent families and societies,
 ideas and ideals. To unravel them we must first go eastwards to
 simpler beginnings, to the great steppes from which have come the
 pastoral invasions.
 The loamy forest glade has yet more varied possibilities and interests.
 It is the witch's clearing of fairy tale and folk-lore, and for recent
 anthropology the starting-point of matriarchal agriculture. From these
 early beginnings, from the mythology of culture-heroines and heroes, we
 must investigate onwards through that prehistoric golden age of agri-
 culture to which we owe the domestication of most of our plants and
 animals, if we would understand either of the classic literatures of
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 Hebraism and Hellenism, with their ideals drawn from water-irrigation,
 from corn, vine, and olive, from fig tree and from palm. The progress
 of forest-clearing for pasture and agriculture, and by-and-by for urban
 and maritime construction also, is thus at first the main progress of the
 Eastern and Mediterranean lands, but later becomes their ruin. For here
 may be a factor in the decline of Rome, certainly largely in that of the
 modern Mediterranean from Spain to Syria-indeed, further east to Persia
 as well: and thus the interpretation of the Eastern question of to-day is in
 no small measure associated with the lamentable progress of disfuresting.
 With this human factor we must, of course, also investigate the influence
 of the cosmic one, the apparently progressive desiccation of the East, to
 which many would largely attribute the pastoral invasions, perhaps even
 the earlier Aryan migrations themselves.
 Similarly for fish and the fisher: the salmon-fisher of Norway, the
 whaler of Dundee, the herring-fisher of Yarmouth, the cod-fisher of
 Newfoundland, the sponge-fisher of the lEgean, each is a definite type,
 usually at least with characteristic family relations and social outcomes.
 This is well seen in the contrast of the Scottish fishwife with the Eastern
 woman in her tent. Again, note the skipper with his definite sub-
 ordinate hierarchy, whence has come no small element in the strong
 governments of Western peoples, which can persist almost independently
 of private moral qualities-witness a pirate crew. Compare this with
 the weak government of the patriarchal East, which, from the very
 nature of its pastoral tradition, never succeeds in forming an organiza-
 tion of Western type-or at least in giving it permanence of succession.
 Knowing not only such simple and elemental types of society, but
 their variations with the respective sub-regions they may inhabit, we
 may attempt the social interpretation of larger and complexer areas. The
 unit here is commonly the valley region inhabited by all these types-
 hunter, shepherd, agriculturalist, and fisher, each at his proper level.
 We have to see how these (1) may evolve or degenerate within their
 own region, through internal causes, i.e. the qualities and defects inherent
 in their particular social formation; and (2) how they act and react,
 how they combine with, transform, subjugate, ruin, or replace each
 other in region after region; and we may thus re-interpret the vicis-
 situdes of history in more general terms, those of the ascending and
 descending oscillations of these social types. For at one time irrigation
 and intensive culture ascend the valleys, and its cities flourish and
 increase; at another the hunters and shepherds descend upon the plain,
 sometimes as a ruling race or caste, sometimes as a replacing one. In
 this case, the consequent diminution of food-yield per acre involves a
 corresponding reduction of population, from which cause, and not from
 any special ferocity, come the massacres which stain the history of all
 pastoral conquests, and form so perplexing a contrast to the gentleness
 and hospitality natural to shepherds in their natural home.
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 In the same way we may come to interpretations nearer home. In
 Scotland, with its varied individuality, its exceptional conditions of
 geographical isolation, not only of highland clans in their glens or
 borderers in their dales, but even of town from town, each upon its
 fortress-rock or fiord, we must proceed to distinguish the thrifty
 agricultural Saxon of the Lothians, the adventurous Scandinavians of
 the Northern and East Coast, the pastoral and imaginative Celts, and
 the social as well as racial hybrids of all these (the " Kelto-Yiking "
 perhaps especially), before we can understand the heterogeneous variety
 of Scottish history and literature, much less interpret qualities and
 defects of social life.
 So far an outline of the general method, its more precise application
 to societies and their environments is necessary, alike to the simplest
 societies and to the more complex. We may thus both test and
 develop our developmental method of interpretation, here upon the
 descriptions given by travellers of simple and complex societies from
 polar to tropical lands, or there upon the complex phenomena of con-
 temporary evolution in our familiar record of current events, the morning
 newspaper (which becomes more and more of a popular journal of geo-
 graphy), ultimately, of course, reaching the well-ordered exhaustiveness
 of monograph.
 Among many examples of interpretation of detail might be cited the
 observations of Nansen in Greenland, or of Thomson or other travellers
 in China; though, as regards the vexed question of method for mono-
 graphing, in justice to the elaborate proposals of various schools, a full
 and separate survey is required, which would far exceed the limits of the
 present paper.
 As a suggestive and convenient working outline, the following simple
 diagram may be recommended. Summarizing the doctrine above out-
 lined as-
 Place -> Work -> Family
 these may be conveniently taken as the headings of as many parallel
 columns, within which we may summarize the main facts of each, so far
 as we can trace their sequence and interdependence. Taking, of course, a
 fresh sheet for each region or social type studied, comparisons of regions
 and races become more easy.*
 Difficulties of course arise, and stimulate the development of this too
 simple outline. Thus, apart from the economic and material phenomena,
 it becomes necessary to distinguish, yet to parallelize the intellectual,
 moral, or other subjective aspects. Both needs may be broadly met by
 a simple convention-that of tabulating the objective phenomena up-
 wards in our three columns, the subjective phenomena downwards; their
 * A striking example of regional interpretations on this principle is afforded by
 the recent work of M. Demolins, 'La France Contemporaine " (Paris, 1898).
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 distinctness of aspect, yet their permanence of association, becomes thus
 apparent, such subjective phenomena as are clearly dependent upon the
 material evolution of society being alone thus treated.
 But this treatment of many intellectual and even moral considerations
 as simply derived from economic conditions at once leads to a corre-
 sponding clear statement of the converse one. For while circumstances
 modify man, and that in mind as well as body, man, especially as he
 rises in material civilization, seems to escape from the grasp of environ-
 ment, and to react, and that more and more deeply, upon nature; at
 length, as he develops his ideas and systematizes his ideals into the
 philosophy or religion of his place and time, he affirms his superiority to
 fate, his moral responsibility and independence; his escape from slavery
 to nature into an increasing mastership. For this view the parallel
 tabulation of facts is also possible, and that by simply reversing the
 previous diagram. The headings therefore read-
 Society - Work -> Place
 (Ideals and
 institutions
 of family)
 and the two aspects of each society then contrasted, like the Dr. and Cr.
 sides of an account. Concrete examples of this are being prepared for
 subsequent publication.
 Such being the general idea, its development is in progress amongst
 many workers. So far as the writer and his colleagues and pupils have
 been concerned, their centre of teaching for the past seven or eight years
 has been the Edinburgh Summer Meeting, held annually in vacation-
 time; but is now permanently in the "Outlook Tower " of Old Edinburgh,*
 which is being arranged as a type-museum and observatory, alike of
 physical and of political geography. This is comparatively arranged,
 as far as may be, through its descending storeys (of Prospect, City,
 Scotland, Empire, Europe, World) on one hand in harmony with this
 conception of the unity and continuity of the natural with the social
 sciences; and on the other with the application of geography, thus
 unified and rationalized, to the comprehension and the conduct of prac-
 tical affairs at every corresponding level-local or civic, regional or
 national, imperial or cosmopolitan. Taking the general summaries of
 geographical facts afforded by the great atlases and descriptive works,
 and imagining these unified and co-ordinated in a vast and simultaneous
 survey, such as that aimed at in the Great Globe of M. Elisee Reclus;
 this tower is readily understood as its necessary complement for any
 given region, since this for its inhabitants is necessarily both the start-
 ing-point and the returning point of even their widest thought and
 * Since described in fuller outline at the geographical section of the British
 Association. See abstract in ' B.A. Report (Bristol), 1898.' Proceedings of Section E.
 NO. VI.-DECEMBER, 1898.] 2 Q
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 activity; it is the centre of their ideas and their practical life alike, for
 which no merely general and impartial world-survey is sufficient. Hence
 Education, if real, begins with a Regional Survey, as action with a
 regional usefulness. Hence such a regional type-museum and school of
 reference has to be not only geographic, but geotechnical. In the very
 difficulties of coping with the vast and perplexing division of labour,
 alike in science and in practical life, it finds its necessity and its justi-
 fication as at least an attempted clearing-house of education, in which
 all specialisns may again meet. For it is not enough to postulate order
 and unity in nature, though that is the necessary and constant work-
 ing assumption even of the most narrow specialist within his own field;
 we must demonstrate it in detail, and apply it in detail also. For if
 the evolutionist's promise of scientific synthesis is to be justified, it must
 descend from the region of philosophic abstraction to co-ordinate and
 interpret the whole facts of geography and history in that widest sense,
 in which these are no longer much neglected sub-sciences, but the all
 comprehensive account of the evolution of nature and human life
 throughout space and time.
 The PRESIDENT: I now invite discussion on Prof. Geddes' paper. Perhaps Mr.
 Ravenstein would commence the discussion.
 Mr. RAVENSTEIN: I feel quite sure that all those who have occupied themselves
 with similar questions will have agreed with much that Prof. Geddes has told us,
 and they certainly have appreciated the very interesting manner in which he has
 placed all these things before us. In discussing this dependence of men upon
 their surroundings, we must not go too far-and Prof. Geddes himself has said this
 -in concluding one thing from another; in concluding, for instance, that assassi-
 nation must be traced to the occupation of some of our forefathers. We should be
 very careful about that. What I should like to say-and it is a thing many others
 have said-is, Do not be too sure about geographical environment. Undoubtedly
 it is a great influence, but we must not allow ourselves to be too much influenced
 by it. For instance, if we attempt to cultivate plants on an arid soil that require
 a rich soil, we are punished, and as we do not like being punished-and as man-
 kind, take it at large, after all learns from experience-we avoid repeating those
 mistakes in order to escape the punishment. A specialist one day said, speaking
 about Ireland, " Certainly the Irish have been influenced by their insular position,
 bat I do not say that if Ireland had been occupied by Anglo-Saxons its history
 would have been different."
 Mr. J. A. BAINES: As I came here simply as a learner, and have not examined the
 diagrams, I feel that I can contribute little to the discussion. I should like to be in a
 position to ascribe more importance than I do at present to the influence of geogra-
 phical conditions upon social development, but so far as I have studied the matter,
 I find no ground for such broad conclusions as those stated. No doubt these influ-
 ences are of great moment in the primitive stages of society, but with the advance
 of civilization they tend to disappear, and the influence of man on his environment
 increases. In fact, a good part of the lecture may fairly be taken as a sermon on
 the text of " Ce coquin d'homme restera toujours le meme."
 Dr. MILL: What strikes me most with regard to the subject of Prof. Geddes'
 paper is, that it is a matter for further research. If the conditions on which the
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